Abstract. The paper addresses problems that arise in situations where conceptual correspondence has to be monitored, i.e., there are two or more structures of concepts which have a physical or abstract mapping and the changes in the structures of concepts may introduce the changes in the mapping. Usually the monitoring of conceptual correspondence requires manual, semi-automatic, and automatic information processing and exposes high level of complexity. The integration of different types of information processing units can be achieved by the use of multimode information logistics. The paper discusses challenges of the use of multimode information logistics in monitoring conceptual correspondence and proposes an approach that helps to partly meet the discussed challenges by jointly using functional and morphological spaces of representation of information logistics networks. The proposed approach is illustrated by an example of monitoring conceptual correspondence between knowledge demand and offer in the area of education.
Introduction
In contexts where information changes rapidly, the monitoring of information can be a necessary precondition for stating and fulfilling enterprise mission, strategy, and goals, and staying competitive in the business environment. Monitoring is "the act of observing something (and sometimes keeping a record of it)" [1] . The main purpose of monitoring is to provide the ability to observe a situation for any changes, which may occur over time. Basic functionality of monitoring includes gathering of source data, data processing, and data analysis for supporting decision-making by information according to particular metrics [2] . Usually monitoring concerns quantitative information. Recently the need to consider conceptual information has also been recognized [3] , [4] , [5] . Traditionally the sources of numerical data in monitoring are hard sensors or databases [6] and the data is usually handled by well defined algorithms. In case of conceptual information, more often than in cases of numerical data, the information may be handled by soft sensors and "processors" (human brain) [6] . Another important issue is the level of predictability in pre-and post-monitoring information logistics. In the case of conceptual information this level can be much lower than in the case of numerical information.
Information logistics [7] is a network of information processing entities (artificial, natural, or virtual nodes), which, acting in a particular order, form or execute a process that transforms a given input into a particular output. The input is a kind of fragmented information or knowledge description that is obtained from an information supplier or source. Input information can be handled manually, automatically, or semi-automatically. The process output is an information product that becomes accessible and may be delivered to the information receiver who can use the information. The basic functional ingredients of the information logistics process are supplying information, producing information, and distributing information. Information logistics aims to guarantee that information with good quality is produced and delivered to the 'customer' to the right place just in time [8] . Usually information logistics is considered from the point of view of organizational role-based information demand and/or offer in pre-defined internal and external organizational networks [7] . However, conceptual information may quite often be obtained from the emergent rather than pre-defined sources. For example, there are new scientific results, which might be included in the study program of a university: it is not possible to predict the time of emergence of the scientific discoveries and it is not possible to predict how exactly this information will reach the decision makers.
The goal of this paper is to propose an approach that is suitable for supporting information logistics in the situations where the following features are observed:
• There can be emergent nodes in the information logistics network (node here is a physical or virtual entity with the capacity to receive, process, and/or expose data, information, and/or knowledge) • Information under consideration is mainly conceptual (non-numerical) one • At least one node in the network has the task to monitor the conceptual correspondence of information obtained from different sources These situations have been scarcely investigated in the domain of information logistics. The contribution of the paper is the introduction of approach that is based on the use of functional and morphological spaces of representation and information codes to handle information logistics in the situations with abovementioned features. The paper adopts an understanding of information as a phenomenon that exists only in the moment when knowledge interprets the data, which has been perceived by the information processing entity (node) [9] . Thus, the knowledge of each information processing node as well as the availability of data are taken into consideration in the emergent information logistics network. Each node in the network is viewed as either (1) having hard sensors and different levels of artificial intelligence (including fully pre-defined processing) or (2) having soft sensors and human intelligence, or (3) a combination of both above-mentioned cases [6] . Our research process starts by considering the monitoring of the conceptual correspondence from the point of view of information logistics, then we describe information logistics in the functional and morphological spaces and introduce the information codes for information processing. Then we, for the illustration, represent information logistics of a knowledge demand and offer monitoring system EduMon in both spaces and discuss the challenges of multimode information logistics. The paper extends our previous work presented in [10] by incorporating richer set of examples and models.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the need for and approaches to the identification of conceptual correspondence are surveyed. In Section 3, the conceptual correspondence as a monitoring parameter is discussed and potential information logistics inside the monitoring node and around it is considered. In Section 4, the substance and the level of intelligence of nodes of information handling in the information logistics network are explained. In Section 5, the problems in multimode information logistics are discussed and some of their solutions considered. In Section 6, brief conclusions are presented and further work outlined. As mentioned above the issues discussed in the paper are illustrated by examples of knowledge demand and offer correspondence monitoring system EduMon.
Identification of the conceptual correspondence
Monitoring of a particular parameter requires continuously observing its values according to the chosen method of data acquisition. The values of parameters can be obtained directly from the environment or calculated on the basis of values of other observable parameters. Conceptual correspondence cannot be observed directly. Therefore it is necessary to establish a certain information logistics to obtain and use the "value" of conceptual correspondence.
In this paper we define conceptual correspondence as an indicator of correspondence between two or more knowledge bodies (or parts of knowledge bodies). The knowledge bodies can be reflected in various information sources such as web pages, databases, electronic and non-electronic documents, etc. Usually they are represented in natural language as unstructured or semi-structured texts [11] .
Since the conceptual correspondence is the metrics that shows similarity between knowledge bodies, it cannot be detected just by keyword search or planar statistical text comparison methods. Conceptual correspondence is about the correspondence of meanings. Thus, it requires understanding the relationships between the concepts. The most usual evaluation mode of conceptual correspondence is the manual one where human experts detect the correspondence. For example, in the knowledge audit an auditor detects correspondence between the content of the study course and the SWEBOK (Software Engineering Body of Knowledge) [12] . Manual identification and understanding of texts is time-consuming. This causes necessity to develop automated or semi-automated approaches and tools to reduce the time and effort required for identification of conceptual correspondence.
To identify the conceptual correspondence between various sources automatically or semiautomatically, information should be properly managed and processed. The key aspects to pay attention to in this task are (1) the identification and representation of information sources (knowledge bodies) that are to be compared and (2) the identification of changes in those sources over the time [13] .
Since the relationships between the concepts play a major role in evaluation of conceptual correspondence, the conceptual structures should be derived from textual information (in some cases these structures are already given in the knowledge bodies e.g., in the form of the tree like structures of the basic terms of the knowledge body). Information in conceptual structures usually is organized in a meaningful way by using concepts and relationships between them (e.g., concept hierarchies and concept maps) or in a more formal way -in the form of ontologies [5] , [6] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . Information represented in the form of ontologies can be understood by humans and processed by computers. When conceptual structures are represented as ontologies a number of ontology matching techniques and tools can be used, e.g., the techniques described in [18] . There are also automatic conceptual structure comparison methods and tools that can be used in the cases when conceptual hierarchies or controlled dictionaries are available [19] . Interactive inductive learning methods are developed for comparison of conceptual structures in semi-automated mode [20] .
From the point of view of information logistics there are different information logistics networks behind various methods of identification of conceptual correspondence. For example, in monitoring conceptual correspondence between two bodies of knowledge (texts), there can be a flow of information from the sources of the texts to the points where ontologies corresponding to the texts are created; then from these points -to the ontology matcher tool [21] ; then to the tool that can present the results in a meaningful way; and then to the users of obtained information about the conceptual correspondence between the bodies of knowledge (see Fig. 1 A) . In case the interactive inductive learning tool [20] is used in finding the conceptual correspondence, additionally there will be an information flow from the expert(s) who prepare the learning example sets to the correspondence identification tool and information flows to and from the expert each time the tool requests the expert help (Fig 1 B) . Thus, in monitoring conceptual correspondence, the method of identification of the correspondence predefines a particular information logistics network, which is a part of overall information logistics network.
Monitoring of the conceptual correspondence
Information logistics [7] is a network of information processing entities (artificial, natural, or virtual nodes), which, acting in a particular order, form or execute a process (further in the paper called "information logistics process") that transforms a given input into a particular output. On the one hand, the basic functions of the information logistics process are supplying information, producing information, and distributing information [8] . On the other hand, basic functionality of monitoring includes gathering of source data, data processing, and data analysis to provide decision support information [2] according to particular metrics. The monitoring process has all basic functions of the information logistics since supplying information corresponds to gathering of source data; producing information corresponds data processing and data analysis; and distributing information corresponds to providing decision support information. This lets to conclude that in the cases when one of the nodes of the information logistics network is a monitoring node, its structure will be a nested information logistics network. Therefore, in the remainder of the text we will refer to the internal and external information logistics with respect to the monitoring node, which performs the function of the monitoring. In upper part of Information logistics can be defined in the functional space where in the logistics network each node is a function (upper part of Fig. 2 ). It can be also defined in the morphological space where each node of the network is a particular agent or object that handles the information [22] , [23] (lower part of Fig. 2 ). Icons in Fig. 2 are borrowed from ArchiMate 2.0 [24] , however the meaning of colors prescribed by ArchiMate 2.0 is not taken into consideration.
In this section information logistics is described in the functional space of representation. In the next section the morphological space of representation is considered.
Functions in the functional space can be interpreted as services that fulfill a particular functional need (internal or external to the enterprise or artificial system) and provide a unit of functionality that is meaningful from the point of view of the environment. Thus, in functional space of information logistics, the functional units form a particular network according to their actual involvement in information processing. Further in the paper we use an example of EduMon [25] system to illustrate information logistics network and its functional units. EduMon system is designed for monitoring correspondence between the industrial knowledge need and the educational knowledge offer provided by universities study programs. At a high level of abstraction the functionality of this system can be considered as a monitoring node in the functional space of information logistics for conceptual correspondence monitoring. Thus, the internal information logistics of the monitoring node can be defined by configurations of the following classes of services (i.e. functional units) forming the EduMon architecture [25] :
• Class 1: information source management services (SoMS) • Class 8: presentation services (PS) These services can be described according to the basic functions of the monitoring node presented in Fig. 3 (monitoring node as a part of information logistics process is represented in Fig. 2 ):
• Supplying function is responsible for identification of information sources in the monitoring environment. Monitoring environment here refers to all functions that can be related to, but do not belong to EduMon system. In EduMon system the supplying function is performed by services of Class 1.
• Producing function processes all source information gathered from monitoring environment. In EduMon system this function aims at extraction of concepts and generation of conceptual structures (hierarchical or in the form of ontologies). These generated conceptual structures can be compared and their correspondence identified. The producing function in EduMon system is performed by services of Classes 2-6.
• Distributing function distributes the information about correspondence between conceptual structures to other nodes such as functions performed by communication portal and information consumers of the EduMon System. The distributing function here refers to Services of Class 7 and Class 8. Depending on the physical performer of the services, each function and service at any level of the representational granularity can be performed manually, semi-automatically, or automatically. This requires considering all three modes of information handling in the information logistics for conceptual correspondence monitoring. 
The modes of information handling
In the functional space of representation we pay attention only to the transformation and transfer of data, information, and knowledge. Thus the network in this space looks like a data flow diagram, where inputs and outputs of one function can be outputs and inputs of other functions. The functions can be considered internally and externally from the point of view of particular systems, which they belong to or are used by (Fig. 3 ). Thus functions at one level of abstraction may belong to services at another level of abstraction and services at a particular level of abstraction may contain functions, which can be represented at lower levels of abstraction. Figuratively services perform functions, since they denote the transformation of information. Thus there is a service-function dichotomy in the functional space of representation. Physically functions and services are performed by information processing nodes (IPNs), -human beings or artificial information handling entities such as software and computers. The type of physical performer has to be taken into consideration if we want to distinguish between different modes of information processing in the functional space of representation. Therefore it is necessary to use the morphological space of representation additionally to the above-described functional space of representation.
In the functional space of representation the nodes of the information logistics network are functions or services. In the morphological space of representation the nodes of the information logistics network are IPNs with a particular built-in or obtained knowledge and particular levels of intelligence. With respect to conceptual information handling, both human and artificial intelligence can be a property of the nodes included or emerging in the network.
In the context of meaningful information processing the knowledge processes the information. This statement is partly adopted from the research works on information codes [26] , [27] . According to this view on information processing, we can assume that in the information logistics network information is circulated using so called information codes. These codes can be perceived by IPNs (the nodes of information logistics network) having the perceptional capability. The nodes use their knowledge to obtain data from the information codes and with the help of their knowledge interpret the data and obtain the information (if a particular node has an information interpretation capability) (see illustration in Fig. 4) [9]. IPNs with an appropriate level of intelligence can incorporate the obtained information in their knowledge and make new interpretations of pieces of their knowledge with the purpose to propagate the information codes to other IPNs.
Thus each function or service represented in the functional space can be related to one or several IPNs represented in the morphological space and vice versa. Table 1 presents different information handling possibilities in the morphological space of information logistics. D in the table stays for data, K stays for knowledge intended to be propagated, K' stays for knowledge obtained by the node (K' is not the same as K), I -information as intended, I' -information that differs from the intended one (it refers to the cases where the receiving node interprets the data differently to compare to the node that has initiated the information exchange). HIPN stays for human information processing node; AIPN stays for artificial information processing node. Each cell in the table represents all possible information code flows between two IPNs. Only IPNs having transmission capability are included in the table.
In Table 1 we can see that there are different ways how data, information, and knowledge can be shared and received (or taken in) depending on the nature of sharer and receiver. Any sequence X→Y between the nodes (where X can be D, I, or K and Y can be D, I, I', K, or K') may be regarded as particular flow of at least one of the following phenomena: (1) data, (2) information, and (3) knowledge; which are represented by information codes. HIPN can deal with all three phenomena while different artificial nodes can be restricted to data only, and data and information only. All three types of AIPNs can deal with artificial knowledge only [28] . Concerning artificial nodes (AIPNs) of the information logistics network, the following cases of information handling capability have to be considered (see Fig. 5 ):
• AIPN as transmitter only -the node, that can only perceive the information codes and make them available for other nodes without meaningful interpretation; the only available product from this type of nodes is data that can be propagated to other nodes of the network.
• AIPN as a transmitter and saver and/or transformer of information. In this case artificial information handling node can save and/or transform the information which it is able to perceive (e.g., DBMS with data). In this case the interpretation mechanism is built in the node and resembles knowledge of programmer of the node rather than the knowledge of the node itself; still the node can produce data as well as information. This IPN does not change the structure of the frame of knowledge (or data), which it uses for information processing.
• AIPN as a transmitter and saver and/or transformer of information, and/or learner.
This IPN has all capabilities listed in the previous point and additionally it can learn Information code to be propagated from its own "experience", i.e., it has a measure of artificial intelligence that can be built-in, acquired, and extended during the process of information processing. Human information processing and artificial information processing relevant in morphological space of information logistics representation should also be considered in the functional space of information logistics representation. The functions may be handled in various modes depending on the elements (or their networked combinations) of the morphological space, which are taking part in fulfillment of particular functions represented in the functional space. The functions can be accomplished manually (HIPNs only are involved), automatically (AIPNs are involved), or semi-automatically (HIPNs and AIPNs are involved). These modes are represented in Fig. 6 where they group particular types of IPNs (see Fig. 5 ).
Taking into consideration that there can be nested nodes in both representational spaces, different spectrums of information handling modes at different levels of granularity may be observed. The more diverse the spectrum, the more complex is the overall information processing, because particular interfaces between nodes considered in the morphological space have to be established to ensure that in the functional space an information code provided by a particular functional node in a particular mode of performance is perceivable by another functional node for all possible modes of performance. In Table 2 the variations of information handling modes of the monitoring node described in Section 3 are given at the highest level of functional granularity. All three basic functions of the monitoring node, namely, supplying, processing, and distributing (see upper part of Fig. 2) , can be performed in manual, automatic and semi-automatic modes, so it means that in the morphological space there are 27 alternatives how the monitoring node can be configured and executed in the information logistics network (see Table 2 ; similar table of service modes is discussed in [13]). Practical example of EduMon system considering different information handling modes is given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . Table 2 represents the complexity of internal logistics of the monitoring node. It has to be taken into consideration that the monitoring node is related to other nodes in its external logistics network. Some of these relationships in morphological space are illustrated for EduMon system in Fig 7. Full complexity of multimode information logistics is seen when the combinations of internal and external networks of logistics for monitoring of conceptual correspondence are considered, including the acknowledgment of the fact that in both types of networks there can be emergent IPNs and functions, which can require any modes of information handling. Table 2 . Monitoring node configuration options. (Rows -information transmitted from; columnsinformation transmitted to). For example -if supplying is handled manually (M) and processing -semi automatically (SA), then distributing function can be still handled manually (M), automatically (A), or semiautomatically (SA) (see the text with grey background). For practical example see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . 
Challenges of multimode information logistics
As discussed in previous sections, monitoring of conceptual correspondence requires the use of multimode information logistics. This means that theoretically any connection between information processing functions can be implemented in different combinations (see column 2 in Table 2 ). Obviously, not all of these combinations are relevant in reality. Still there is a high complexity of information handling in situations of multimode information logistics. One of the ways to cope with this complexity is to distinguish between the functional and morphological spaces of representation. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 by simplified EduMon system (see more details in Section 3) serving as a monitoring node in the information logistics network. In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 one node in the morphological space of representation corresponds to one node in the functional space of representation. In real situations many-to-many relationships may exist between the nodes at different representational levels; nevertheless, knowing, which nodes of the morphological space participate in which functions of the functional space, can help to develop artificial IPNs and to manage the information logistics network. The abbreviations used in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are described in Section 3 and Section 4. Fig. 8 . Single-mode logistics as a specific case of a multimode information logistics; HIPNs should be considered here as different information processing roles [7] that can be performed by a random number of performers.
In Fig. 8 we can see a specific case of information logistics where all functions are performed manually. In this case there is only one interface option and the actual use of the interface can be negotiated, i.e., it is not mandatory to strictly specify how to use the interface. Thus, at least theoretically, it can be relatively easy to handle the emergent nodes in the network. The situation becomes more complex when different types of IPNs are involved in information processing (see Fig. 9 ).
Only two of various possible information logistics configurations of EduMon monitoring node internal logistics are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . To ensure that the results of functioning of the monitoring node are always meaningful and reach the "customers" of information, it is necessary to ensure that all possible functioning modes for all relevant network configurations are supported. This includes handling of emergent nodes in external and internal information logistics networks of the monitoring node in both spaces of representation. Emergent nodes in the morphological space can be connected to the information logistics network on their own initiative or in the result of activities of human actors or artificial agents searching for relevant nodes [13] . In handling above mentioned complexity, it is important to consider granularity of representation, especially in cases of emergent IPNs and corresponding emergent functions. It is also necessary to acknowledge all possible variations of connections at all levels of granularity, each of which can invoke multiple modes of functioning. It is essential that the smallest level of granularity of representation in the functional space would correspond to the actual activity of an emergent node represented in the morphological space. To some extent we can illustrate the real complexity of information logistics in conceptual correspondence monitoring by EduMon example where correspondence between university study courses and software engineering body of knowledge SWEBOK [12] is monitored (this example relates to general conceptual correspondence identification illustrated in Fig. 1 ). Here we (1) consider two selected information logistics configurations of EduMon internal logistics, which correspond to Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 and (2) comment on emergent nodes of monitoring node's external logistics. EduMon services correspond to functions in the functional space of representation. Abstract performers of the services are considered in the morphological space of representation. In the morphological space the sub-columns with F refer to the type of functioning mode (manual, semi-automatic, automatic) imposed by different types of IPNs to the nodes of functional space of representation. In Table 3 two information logistics scenarios are described. The second main column represents the singlemode scenario, where all services are performed manually (see M in column F). The third main column represents one multi-mode scenario, where services are executed manually, automatically, or semi-automatically (M, A, and SA in column F respectively).
EduMon services are listed in the rows of the first main column of Table 3 . In case of SoMS, which is responsible for obtaining the information about the location of the information sources, we assume that sources of information are available on the Web. Regarding the functional mode of services we denote here by "manual" any human actor activity that does not use dedicated EduMon system's software.
Thus manual functioning mode does not exclude the use of such electronic tools as text editors (e.g., MS Word) and spreadsheets for information storage and processing. For example, in Table 3 in case of SoMS, in single-and multi-mode cases storage of data about monitoring information sources is performed manually by visiting Web and finding URLs to SWEBOK and curricula courses. However, the storage of URLs may be different -the information can be stored either electronically (simple text documents or specialized storage in EduMon database) or on the paper as hand-written or printed information. Automatic mode of SoMS service is possible only when new URLs (of, e.g., new courses or other knowledge bodies) are discovered in Web by a specific software tools (e.g., Web crawlers [29] ) without participation of human actors.
IRS is responsible for retrieving documents from stored URLs (see Row 2 in Table 3 ). If IRS is preformed semi-automatically, two IPNs are involved: (1) AIPN retrieves SWEBOK document and course description documents from defined URLs and (2) after retrieval, human actor (HIPN) checks if the content of retrieved documents is useful, since there can be situations where URLs are not available anymore due to the relocation of documents and so sensless document descriptions may be obtained. When necessary documents are retrieved, proper keywords and concept hierarchies should be extracted from the documents (see row IES in Table 3 and the fragment from SWEBOK concept hierarchy in Fig. 10 ). Keywords should be extracted to simplify further processing of information, since it is easier to work with the list of keywords (or concept hierarchies) than with long texts. The extraction process, performed manually, is time consuming and error prone due to large volumes of documents to be processed. Semi-automatic mode can be more efficient as in this mode we can automatically extract relevant keywords and concepts from documents on the basis of already available concept hierarchies or dictionaries. 
NS
Notify about information source changes, or conceptual correspondence changes
M HIP
If some new correspondence are found, e.g., some new topic appeared in course that is also included in SWEBOK, then the decision is made whether to notify some involved parties or not
SA AIP HIP
EduMon system can be configured to notify involved parties about any SWEBOK and/or course description changes; about newly discovered conceptual correspondence, etc.
PS

Visualize conceptual correspondence M HIP
Using some information processing tool try to visualize conceptual correspondence between SWEBOK and curricula courses, e.g. courses covering/not covering some SWEBOK topics
SA AIP HIP
EduMon system will provide conceptual correspondence visualization features; multiple views could be available for human actors.
à Fig. 10 . Extracted concept hierarchy (on the right) of SWEBOK source document (on the left) (relates to the "Retrieve conceptual structures" process illustrated in Fig. 1) AS is responsible for analysis of conceptual correspondence between SWEBOK and curricula courses. The results of analysis can be made available for information visualization tools. Using these tools we can further analyze, e.g., correspondence between SWEBOK concepts and different courses of a particular curriculum (see Table 4 ) or the correspondence between the contents of a particular course and SWEBOK (see Table 5 ).
To ensure continuous curricula course compliance with SWEBOK, the information logistics sequence represented in Table 3 should be performed periodically anticipating (by ChMS and NS; see corresponding rows in Table 3 ) the changes that may occur both in the new versions of SWEBOK and in the course descriptions.
Each service reflected in Table 3 can be performed manually, semi-automatically, or automatically. Fig. 11 exposes the variations of functional modes of the first three services listed in Table 3 . The same applies to other EduMon services. The option of network configuration that corresponds to Fig. 9 is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 11 . Particular mode of one service shall produce information in the format, which gives an opportunity to distribute it to other related services.
To ensure continuous curricula compliance with SWEBOK, the information logistics sequence represented in Table 3 should be performed periodically anticipating (by ChMS and NS; see corresponding rows in Table 3 ) the changes that may occur both in the new versions of SWEBOK and in the course descriptions.
Each service reflected in Table 3 can be performed manually, semi-automatically, or automatically. Fig. 11 exposes the variations of functional modes of the first three services listed in Table 3 . The same applies to other EduMon services. The option of network configuration that corresponds to Fig. 9 is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 11 . Particular mode of one service shall produce information in the format, which gives an opportunity to distribute it to other related services. One can see that information in Fig. 10 and Table 5 is suitable for automatic or semiautomatic processing while information represented in Table 4 could be useful for any mode of information processing. To make sure that the nodes of the network produce all relevant forms of information, it is necessary to control the correspondence between functional and Table 5 . Example of correspondence between course "Software Engineering" and SWEBOK.
Course "Software Engineering" morphological spaces of representation of information logistics. One of the ways how to achieve the control is (1) to choose a particular granularity of services in the functional space of representation and (2) to define for each node of chosen granularity the corresponding IPNs in the morphological space of representation. This will give an opportunity to decide which modes of processing are relevant to each node in the functional space of representation. When all modes of all functional nodes are known, the minimal number and the content of information flows between anticipated nodes can be identified.
In conceptual correspondence monitoring semi-automatic and automatic modes of information processing can foster the execution of overall sequence of monitoring information logistics by reducing time and effort. As a result we can faster obtain information about the conceptual correspondence between knowledge bodies and continuously keep track of its changes that may occur in the course of time. However, detection of conceptual correspondence requires involvement of human actors, which enriches the variety of information processing options to compare to fully manual or fully automatic, or strictly predefined semi-automatic information processing. This may cause emergent sequences in information logistics network in cases where the actual mode of functioning depends on nonstructured circumstances. This refers to the internal information logistics of the monitoring node ( Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) . The external network of the conceptual correspondence monitoring node can also involve emergent nodes. One of such cases is shown in Fig. 11 (upper node), where particular URLs may become unavailable and new URLs may appear constantly. Controlling compliance (correspondence) between the representations of information logistics in functional and in morphological spaces can help to deal with emergent nodes and be able to connect and disconnect nodes functioning in different modes of information processing.
Conclusions
The paper addresses information logistics for monitoring correspondence of conceptual structures. The conceptual correspondence is a non-numerical parameter and its monitoring requires human participation and can be enhanced by automatic processing of conceptual data such as texts, conceptual hierarchies, and ontologies. These features prescribe complex multimode information logistics for conceptual correspondence monitoring. The paper points to the following challenges of multimode information logistics:
• Necessity to handle the internal and external logistics of monitoring function • Nested structure of information logistics network • Several levels of granularity of functionality • Several levels of granularity of performers • Situation sensitive configurations of the network • Emergent nodes and emergent configurations in the information logistics network • Manual, semi-automatic, and automatic modes of information processing in the functional space of representation The paper describes in detail the roots of above listed challenges. It suggests meeting these challenges by using interrelated representations of information logistics networks in the functional and morphological spaces of representation. It is important here that, in both spaces of representation, nested nodes of the networks, at lower levels of abstraction, can also be shown in the form of information logistics network. Similar approach is well known in the enterprise architecture modeling. In information logistics, however, more emphasis should be put on correspondence between information flows' configurations than it is currently common in the enterprise architecture modeling [30] .
Commonly, the organizational roles in information logistics are considered as nodes of the network. The paper proposes an information processing node as the smallest granularity element in the morphological space of information logistics. Such approach provides a possibility to use finer configurations of the network, which, in turn, can give an opportunity to achieve higher flexibility of the network and is helpful in handling emergent configurations of the network.
The discussion in this paper is limited to (1) the description of approach and its illustration only (not the implementation) and (2) to the specific monitoring case where a monitoring parameter is a conceptual correspondence between particular conceptual structures.
Further work concerns adopting, adapting, and developing graph based algorithms for functional and morphological spaces of representations in order to perform management of information logistics for conceptual correspondence monitoring. Another direction of further work is to examine whether the approach proposed in this paper may be helpful for monitoring systems, which deal with numerical values rather than with the conceptual structures.
